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INTRODUCTION 
This paper has two parts. The first part concerns the unitary implementability 
of certain automorphisms of Clifford algebras which arise in scattering theory 
for the external field problem. The second part may be more interesting for 
Physics and concerns a new notion of particle excitations in perturbed Fock 
representations. The introduction which follows is intended partly to fix notation 
and partly to motivate the problems which are treated in the main text. 
The principal mathematical problem considered in this paper is the unitary 
implementability of the scattering automorphisms of the field algebra for time- 
dependent external field perturbations of the quantum Dirac field (Theorem 
1 .O). In order to explain how this problem arises we will first say a few words 
about the external field perturbations of the Dirac field and the Dirac equation. 
The Dirac equation in (n + 1)-space time dimensions is: 
where the yk are matrices on a finite dimensional complex inner product space E 
which satisfy the Clifford algebra relations for (n + 1) dimensional Minkowski 
space : 
HY”Y” + Y”YJ = + 1 Y /L=y=?z-fl, 
= -1, p=v<n, 
z 0, P # vs 
and the following Hermiticity conditions: 
rz+1 = Yn+1 7 
* r- 
YP Yu 7 O<p<n. 
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* is the adjoint relative to the positive definite Hermitian inner product on E. 
If one distinguishes the time variable t = x,,+~ , then one may rewrite the Dirac 
equation as follows: 
a* 
_ = - il aLL &t - im ~~44 at s = Y~+~Y~ .
The operator H,, = - xI=1 a,(a/&,) - im yn+l is called the Dirac operator 
and since 01*, = 0~~ it follows that H, is skew-symmetric on Com(RS, E). If we 
introduce the unitary Fourier transform: 
j(k) = (237-n/z j @-f(x) dx 
Rn 
for f~ L2(Rn, E) (the integral converges in the mean), then it is not hard to see 
that H, is a matrix valued multiplication operator in the transform variables 
given by: 
f&f(k) = %(k)f^(k) = --i 
Now define 
f(k). 
1 
dk) = T k 2w(k) rr=l L ( f 4q, + my,,,) 
where w(k) = (k2 + m2)1/2. The anti-commutation relations and hermiticity 
conditions for yM imply that: 
r+2(k) = n&j, r+(k) r-(k) = n-(k) r+(k) = 0, 
7i.i@)* = 4k), 
n+(k) + r-(k) = IE (the identity on E). 
One also has: 
H,(k) = --iw(k) n+(k) + iw(k) x-(k). 
It follows from this representation and the properties listed for r*(k) that 
H,(k) is a skew-symmetric matrix valued multiplication operator and 
j 
Rm 
II f4@V(k)ll2, dk = j II wWf(k)ll~ dk. 
Rn 
Therefore H,,(k) is skew-adjoint on 
B(H,,(k)) ““’ jf~ L’(Rn, E) ( [ 
- R7L 
!/ w(k)f(k)Jl; dk < co\ 
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We define for f~ sB(H,,(K)): 
H,f(x) = (27442 JR. eik~H,(k)f(k) dk 
and for f E L2(Rm, E) define: 
7rif(x) = (2744 J eYr*(k)f(k) dk. 
R” 
Ho is then a skew-adjoint operator on the domain 
a space which we shall also write as W(Rn, E), the usual notation for Sobolev 
spaces. Note also that B(H,,j) = Hi(R”, E). 
The operator A, on L2(Rn, E) defined by A,, = i?r+ - i?r- is a complex 
structure on L2(Rn, E). This means that Ao2 = -1 and A,* = --A,. The real 
Hilbert space L2(Rn, E) and the complex structure A, determine a new complex 
Hilbert space which we shall call X. The operator A, represents “multiplication 
by i” and the hermitian inner product in S is (f, g) = Re(f, g) - i Re(A,f, g). 
The reason for introducing Z? is that the self-adjoint generator of the one 
parameter ,&,-unitary group et% in 2 is, A,H,, , a positiwe self-adjoint operator 
on &?. 2 is the therefore suitable as the single particle space for the Dirac 
field. The A,-compex alternating tensor algebra over X is the natural many 
particle Hilbert space for the Dirac field and will be called Fock space and 
denoted by SF(S). The Dirac field Ya( x is an operator valued distribution ) 
solution of the Dirac equation defined on F(X) as an operator after averaging 
with respect to smooth functions in Com(Rn+l) (the details of this construction, 
its Poincare covariance, and locality are discussed elsewhere [22]). 
The C*-algebra generated by the operators lRn+l Yl,(x)fB dx is called the 
field algebra for the Dirac field and is algebraically *-isomorphic to the Clifford 
algebra %7(X) over the real Hilbert space 2. 
We turn now to a consideration of the external field perturbations of the 
Dirac field. The group etHo on &’ induces a unitary group e% on F(S). If 
4,(x, t) is a classical time dependent electromagnetic potential, then the per- 
turbation of KO which is suppose to give the dynamics of the quantum Dirac 
field interacting with the classical electromagnetic potential $J.z, t) is: 
Y(% o)* iauY(x, 0) $b&v, t> d-c 
where 01,+r = I, . Th is makes no sense as it stands and it is customary to 
introduce a momentum cutoff K in the fields Y(x, 0) to give meaning to the 
pointwise product of distributions in this definition. 
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Once this is done and a renormalization is performed to bring the bottom 
of the spectrum to zero, one has a well defined family, K,(t), of skew-adjoint 
operators on S(S). Here and in the following discussion I will make assertions 
which clearly require some technical hypothesis concerning 4, . I will not be 
explicit about such hypothesis since the discussion is simply intended as motiva- 
tion for the consideration of Theorems 1 .O and 2.0. The reader interested in the 
technical details for the time-independent case is referred to [22]. 
The equation: 
determines a two parameter unitary propagator V,(t, S) which takes the Cauchy 
data of solutions to this equation at time s to their Cauchy data at time t. It 
appears to be quite unlikely that V,(t, S) has a limit as K --+ 03 as a unitary 
operator on F(Z) ( except in the case that &(x, t) is a pure electric field, see 
[l, 1 I]). However if we define: 
then there exists an orthogonal family of transformations U,(t, s), on &’ such that: 
(note: orthogonal means bijective isometric but not necessarily As-linear). 
Furthermore the transformation U,(t, s) does have a limit as K + co, given by 
an orthogonal transformation U(t, S) on &‘. U(t, S) is the propagator associated 
with the “classical” perturbation of the Dirac operator given by: 
n+1 
fw) = f&l + 2. c %d,@, 9 (a,+1 = Id 
LL=l 
The map #(f) --f I/( U(t, s)f) induces a *-automorphism of the field algebra 
which we shall denote by ((t, s). Thus although V,(t, S) may not have a limit as a 
unitary operator on S=(.%‘) it does have a limit, t(t, s), as an automorphism 
of %?(&‘). The definition of the scattering automorphism of g(S) is: 
$2 Ed-4 t% -4 50(-t) 
where &,(t) is the *-automorphism of U(S) induced by the map 4(f) --f #(e%f). 
Evidently, when it exists, the scattering automorphism of V(X) is the *-auto- 
morphism of U(S) induced by the transformation #(f) -+ #(Sf) where 
S = lim,,, e--tHoU(t, -t) e&Ho is the “classical” S-matrix. 
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We now describe the main result of this paper. Under fairly general conditions 
on the perturbation + there exists a unitary operator r(S) on g(Z) which 
implements the scattering automorphism of ‘&(&‘) in the free Fock representa- 
tion of %‘(.%‘) on s(X). That is: 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such a r(S) is that 
/l&S - S.4, be Hilbert-Schmidt (see [13] or [22]). Theorem 1.0 is just such a 
result. Mathematically this result is interesting since one does not expect in 
general that any of the transformations S(t) = U,,(---t) 17(t, -t) U,,(-t) will 
induce unitarily implementable automorphisms of V(s) in s(s). Something 
similar occurs in the case of time independent perturbations. In that case 
however the S-matrix is known to commute with functions of Ho; hence S 
will commute with rl, and it follows that the automorphism of U(&‘) induced 
by S will be trivially implementable in s(&‘). 
That one might expect the S-automorphism of Q?(Z) to be unitarily imple- 
mentabIe for time dependent perturbations has been mentioned before by 
Wightman [ 15, 161, and a couple of proofs appear in the literature [6, 201. I do 
not understand either one of the proofs. The proof offered below has a very 
simple idea with some unfortunate technical complications. The idea is that one 
may estimate the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of A&’ - S/l, in terms of Carleman 
type estimates for the kernel of the iterated commutators (ad Ho)” S. Of course 
it is a bit of a surprise that (ad Ho)” S is even a bounded operator since Ho 
is not ‘bounded, but such a result is clearly a generalization of the commutativity 
of H,, and S in the case of a time independent perturbation (it is also a result 
about the “smoothness” of etHoSe-tHo in t). The technical complications arise, of 
course, because of domain considerations involving the unbounded operator Ho . 
Some simplifications might be achieved by writing the Dyson series for the 
S-matrix in the Fourier transform variables and “integrating by parts” to 
estimate (ad H,Jm S. This is in fact all that is involved here; however, I felt 
that the more cumbersome treatment in the present proof offers more insight 
into what is going on, and is perhaps also more susceptible of generalization. 
I do not believe that Theorem 1.0 has any importance for the physics of the 
external field problem. The very much simpler Theorem 2.0 is, I believe, more 
significant. For interacting fields, there is the problem of identifying the particle 
states in the Hilbert space on which the fields act. This problem is equivalent to 
singling out a representation of the free field commutation or anti-commutation 
relatio:ns on the interacting Hilbert space. The first attempts to find sueh 
distinguished representations looked for unitary operators which intertwined 
the sharp time free field algebra and the sharp time interacting field algebra. 
Haag’s theorem showed that for non-trivial translation invariant interactions 
this was not possible. The solution of the particle problem for translation 
invariant interacting fields is given by the Haag-Ruelle scattering theory, a 
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theory which, of course, avoids the attempt to construct maps which intertwine 
the sharp-time field algebras. 
Theorem 1.0 tells one that in the case of a time dependent external field the 
incoming and outgoing vacuum states are unitarily equivalent via a map which 
does intertwine the sharp time free field algebra and the sharp time interacting 
field algebra. I would suggest that this circumstance is exceptional and that the 
existence of this map is not sufficient reason to use it for the particle interpreta- 
tion of the states in the outgoing vacuum representation. An alternative notion of 
particle excitations in perturbed Fock representations is presented in the second 
part of this paper. It is quite generally applicable and does not at all make the 
rather restrictive hypothesis under which Theorem 1.0 is applicable. In parti- 
cular the particle excitations proposed here clearly separate the problem of the 
evolution of the vacuum state from the problem of determining how particles 
scatter in the presence of a time dependent external field. In another paper [22] 
it was shown that for time independent perturbations the particle excitations 
proposed here lead to the same predictions (scattering and bound state energies) 
as the usual theory but with the qualitative advantage of a simple interpretation. 
of the dynamics at finite times. Theorem 2.0 is given here simply to show that the 
new particle excitations do make definite predictions for scattering amplitudes 
in the time dependent case also. The predictions seem to be distinct from the 
usual calculations using Feynman graphs. 
1 .O. Before stating and proving Theorem 1.0, let me mention some 
conventions and notations that will be in force in the course of the proof. First, 
we will have occasion to consider propagators U(t, s) associated with time 
dependent Hamiltonians H(t) which may not be strong solutions of the associated 
differential equation: 
f 24 = H(t) u 
In such cases we will always have H(t) = H,, + V(t) and we shall take U(t, s) 
to be the unitary propagator associated with solutions of the integral equation: 
U(t) = e(t--s%(~) + j-” &-‘V(X) u(h) d,j 
8 
as in [21]. Secondly in dealing with domain complications it will be convenient 
to write T: 9(HJ) + 9(HJ) j = 0, l,..., m meaning that T is an operator on 
3’ = B(H,,O) which leaves invariant 9(Hoj) for j = 1, 2,..., m. Furthermore we 
shall write 11 T/Ii for the operator norm of T on 9(Hoj) in the topology of 
Hj(Rn, E). 11 T/lo will usually be written simply II T ]I . We are now ready to state 
the main result: 
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THEOREM 1 .O. Suppose that V(x, t) is a skew symmetric matrix valued multi- 
plication operator on La(Rn, E) which is m-times strongly differentiable in t on 
L2(RQ, E). Suppose also that PV(t)/W is strongly continuous on L2(Rn, E). If 
then 
(1) T,, =eef A$ - SA, is an integral operator in the Fourier transform 
variables with measurable matrix valued kernel T,,(k, , k,): E+ E such that 
(277-“‘2 jRn T,f (x) ecikle dx = 1 TO(k, , k,)f(k,) dk, 
R” 
and for 1 < q <p: 
sup / dk2 IiTo@, , k2)llq dh + SUP 1 /I To@, , k2)llq dk, -c ~0. 
k, R” k2 .v 
(2) If mp > n then 
I II T&k, 3 k,W dh dk, < ~0. 
Rn 
In particular if m > n/2 then T, is Hilbert-Schmidt. 
The proof of this theorem depends on the estimation of the operators 
T, =‘jef (ad 23,)” S given in the following theorem: 
THEOREM I. 1. Suppose that V(x, t) is a skew symmetric matrix multiplication 
operator on L2(Rn, E) which is m-times strongly differentiable in t on L2(Rn, E). 
Suppose also that @V(t)/W: Hj(R”, E) -tHi(Rn,E)forj=O,l, O<ol<m, 
and that @V(t)/&= is strongly continuous on Hj(R”, E) for j = 0, 1, 0 < a < m. 
If 
s 
a 11 / k ]j a@@; t)/W: Lq(k)II dt < co, O,(a<m, j=O,l, 1 <q<p, 
-cc 
then T,,, = (ad H,,)” S is an integral operator in the Fourier transform variables; 
more specifically there is a measurable matrix valued kernel T,(k, , k,): E + E 
such t,hat :
(2rren” JR. T,f(x) eCik12 dx = JR% T,(k, , k,)f(k,) dk, 
for f E-L~(R~, E), and 
sup j- II Tm(k,, W dk, + SUP s /I T&, 7 k,Ng & < ~0 
kz F' J.1 Rn 
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for 1 < q < p. In particular for q = 1 this condition implies that T,,, is a bounded 
operator on L2(Rn, E). 
The proof of this result is not hard but it is long owing to a large number of 
technical details which must be verified. We begin then with a sequence of 
lemmas which will have for its conclusion a proof of Theorem 1.1. Theorem 1.1 
will then be applied to give a proof of Theorem 1.0. 
LEMMA 1.0. Suppose that Vfi(t) is a sequence of skew symmetric operator 
valued functions of t each of which is strongly continuous on 2. Suppose also that: 
s-lim,,, Vk(t) = V(t) and that V(t) is strongly continuous on 2’. If 
then 
11 Vk(t)l < j! V(t)i; and s m /I V(t)11 dt < 03 -co 
and 
;t u,&, s)f= U(t, s)f forfEz 
-a 
Et S,f= Sf forfEZ. 
--f 
The convergence in the j%st limit is uniform in (t, s). Here Uk(t, s) and U(t, s) 
denote the propagators associated with theHamiltonians Ho + Vk(t) and Ho + V(t) 
respectively; 
and 
s, = S-hi U&-t) U&, -t) U*(4) 
s = S-hi Uo(-t) cqt, -t) Lq-t) 
are the associated scattering operators. 
Proof. The Dyson representation for the propagators Uk(t, s) and U(t, s) 
is given by: 
U&, 4 = G(t) [exp, 1’ pk(4 dA] U&s), 
s 
UP, 4 = u&> [expr[’ PO) dA] W-4, 
where p&4) = U&-X) I/,(h) U,(h) and p(A) = U&--X) V(A) U,(h). Thus to 
prove the convergence of U,(t, s) to U(t, S) we need only establish the strong 
convergence of exp, s: rk(h) dh to exp, si p(A) dA. Let f E Z'. We shall write 
f&J = expr JBt ~kG9 dbf and f(t) = exp, si p(A) dhf. Then fk(t) and f(t) 
satisfy the following integral equations: 
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Therefore 
and consequently: 
If(t) -fdt>ll G 1’ II fwl Ilf(4 -f&9ll dh + Jhx, - 6c;c(4)f(U A 
s s 
Gronwall’s lemma implies the following bound for //f(t) - fk(t)ll: 
IlfW --MN G [exp lt II ~kG9ll dh] Jt IlOT - ~kTk(WV)ll d s 
< [exp Srn II Q9ll dA] Srn II(V) - ~k’k(W(4ll a-02 -co 
Here we have also used the hypothesis 11 V,(X)]\ f 11 F’(A)\1 . Now 
lim,-., II - V,(X))f(X)II = 0 by hypothesis. Since II(&I) - V,(X))f(A)ll is 
dominated by the integrable function 2 /I V(X)11 llfll (note that jlf(A)lj = jlf\l) 
it follows by the dominated convergence theorem that 
II(W) - WV)fW dh = 0. 
We conclude that lim,,, I/f(t) - fk(t)ll = 0 and the convergence is uniform in t 
and s. This finishes the proof that ~-limk.m Uk(t, s) = U(l, s). 
Now let s = - 00. Then S,f = lim,,, fk(t) and Sf = lim,,, f (t). Hence 
II Sf - &f II = v-2 Ilf (4 - fkWll 
Thus lim,,, 11 Sf - S,f [I = 0. 1 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose that V(t) is a skew symmetric strongly continuous operator 
valuedfunction oft and srm I\ V(t)/ dt < co then: 
s dLf s-hi i&(-t) qt, -t) Uo(-t) 
= I - Jrn l&,(--s) V(s) U,(s) ds 
--m 
+ \” dt 1” dsU,(-t) V(t) U(t, s) V(s) U,,(s). 
.--a, --m 
Here lJ(t, s) is the strongly continuous propagator associated with H, + V(t). 
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Proof. Let E,,(h) denote the spectral family associated with the self adjoint 
operator iHa. Define the orthogonal projection P, by: 
We write V,(t) = P,V(t) P, and note that since V,(t) is skew-symmetric 
strongly continuous and norm integrable there is a strongly continuous propa- 
gator U,(t, S) associated with H,, + V,Jt). It is also true that 11 P’..(t)llj << 
rn-j/cj // V(t)11 . Thus 
s m IIv,(t>llj dt -=c 00(j = 0, l,..., etc.}. --co 
It is a simple consequence of this that exp, si pK(t) dt leaves 9(H,,j) invariant 
for j = 0, 1, 2 ,.... Thus U,(t, S) leaves &B(Hsj) invariant for non-negative inte- 
gers j. One may also verify that U,(t, S) is strongly differentiable in t and s on 
B(H,,) and: 
uJ,(t, 4f = - U,(t, 4 H,(S)f> f E W&J> 
W,ci,(t, S)f = H,(t) U,(t, s)f, f E 9(HO), 
where H,(h) = HO + V,,(A). 
It follows that for f 6 .GS(H,J: 
u,(t, 4f - U&t - 4f = - s,’ -& (Uo(t - 4 U&6 $f) dx 
and similarly 
us&, 4.f - ut-,(t - 4f = - jt U,(t, 4 V,(h) U,(h - s)f dx (14 
s 
Equation (1 .I) may be rewritten: 
U,(t, s)f = Uo(t - s) f - j’ U,,(t - A) V&i) U,,(X - s)fdh 
s 
- 
.r 
’ dhU,,(t - A) V,(X) [U&i, s) - U,,(X - s)] f. 
s 
If we now use the expression for [U,(A, S) - U,,(h, s)]f which is obtained from 
(1.2) then 
U,(t, s)f = Uo(t - s)f- jt Uo(t - A) V&i) U&i - s)fdA 
s 
+ jt d/i j A dd4,(t - 4 V&V u&t CL) v&FL) u& - 4 J 
s s 
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From this one may conclude 
Thus 
(1.3) 
Since [I V,,(t)11 </I V(t)11 and s-lim,,, V,,(t) = I’(t) we may use Lemma 1.0 
to pass to the limit K ---f co in (1.3). This completes the proof of Lemma (1.1). i 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose that K(s): 9?(H,j) -9(&j) is strongly continuous in s 
for j =: 0, 1. Suppose also that K(s) is strongly daj%rentiable in Z and that a,K(s) 
is strongly continuous in 2. Jf Jym 11 @K(s)/@ /I ds < 00 for 01 = 0, 1 and 
J”“m II K(s)lh ds -=c co then .for f E ZqH,) 
eeSHOK(s) eSHO ds] f = jrn ehSHoa,K(s) eaHof ds. 
--m 
Proqf. Suppose that f E 5B(H,) then e-SHoK(s) esHof has a continuous deriva- 
tive with respect to s since K(s) is continuously differentiable and leaves g(H,,) 
invariant. Thus for M < 03 one has 
Md 
-M x (eCSHOK(s) esHOf) ds = eC”GK(M) eMHof - eMHoK( -M) eeMHOf. 
The integral on the left is the usual Riemann integral of a continuous function. 
Now 
-$ (e-“HOK(s) e”“y) = eCdHV,K(s) esHof - e-SHo[H, , K(s)] eSHOf. 
Each term on the right hand side of this equation is continuous since a,TK(s) 
is continuous on &’ and K(s) is continuous on B(H,) by hypothesis. It follows 
that 
s 
M 
--M e-“HOa,K(s) esHOf ds - I-“, emsHo[H,,  K(s)] esHOf ds 
(1.4) 
= epMHo~(~) eMHOf - eMHOK(-M) epMHOfe 
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Denote the right hand side of equation (1.4) by g(M). Then g(M) is continuous 
since K(M) is strongly continuous in X. The hypothesis concerning the inte- 
grability of 11 K(s)llj for j = 0, 1 and the integrability of j/ a,K(s)lI are sufficient to 
insure that both of the integrals on the left hand side of (1.4) converge as -VI + co. 
Hence g(M) has a limit as M-t co. However, 
We conclude that lim,,, g(M) = 0 and 
s 
m 
ewsHo[Ho ,
-m 
K(s)] eSHgf ds = j-1 e-%JC(s) esHof ds. 
To complete the proof we need to show that: 
[ I 
ID H, , 
-co 
epSHOK(s) eSHO do] f = jm e-“H~[Ho , K(s)] eSHOf ds. 
-02 
It is enough to show that: 
m Ho 
I --m 
eeSHoK(s) eSHOf ds = jm evSHoHoK(s) eSHOf ds. 
-cc 
By hypothesis jFM e-%K(s) esH,f ds converges to 
I 
(0 M 
eesHoK(s) eSHof ds in 9(H,) and 
f 
e -“HoH&(s) e”“of ds 
-co -M 
converges to j:m e-sHoH &(A) esHof ds in X. Thus we need only prove that: 
M 
HO 
s 
M eeSHoK(s) esHOf ds = 1 ePHOH,,K(s) eSHy ds. (1.5) 
-M --M 
To prove this note that the integral on the left may be approximated in 9(H,) by 
a Riemann sum. Commuting H,, with the summation one gets a Riemann sum 
for the integral on the right. The approximations are appropriate to deduce 
(W I 
LEMMA 1.3. Suppose that K(t, s): 9(HOj) -B(H,,j) and that K(t, s) is 
strongly continuous on L@(H,,i) for j = 0, 1. Supp ose also that K(t, s) is strongly 
d@rentiable in t and s on &‘, and that a,K(t, s) and &K(t, s) are strongly continuous 
in (t, s) on AC. If 
and 
s II@, + a,)= K(t, s)ll dt ds < 00 
fOY A! = 0, 1 
R” 
s 
11 K(t, s)lil dt ds < ‘x) 
R2 
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Proof. Let f E 9(H,,). Th en e-tHaK(t, S) e%f is continuously differentiable in 
s by assumption. Thus for M < CO one has: 
But 
g (eFtHoK(t, s) eSHOf) = e-tHoi3,K(t, s) eSHOf + evtHoK(t, S) HoeS*Of 
. 
so that: 
j” dt j” dse-tHoa&(t, S) eSHOf + j” dt j’ dsemtHOK(t, S) HOeSHy 
-M -M --M -M 
(1.6) 
= dt(ewtH”Ii;(t, s) eSH”f)~~!, . 
We also have: 
il dt s_I, ds & (eetHoK(t, s) eSHOf) = 1-t ds jSM dt g (eetHoK(t, s) &‘Of) 
s 
M 
= ds[emtHoK(t, s) eSHOf]E, . 
-M 
Thus 
jf”, dt Jim dsehtHQ,K(t, S> e”“@f - j-z dt j:M dse-tHoHoK(t, s) eSHOf 
=J 
M ds[etHoK(t, s) eSHOf]z, , 
(1.7) 
-M 
Here we have used 
i (etHoK(t, s) eSHof) = emtHo3,K(t, s) esHOf - eetHoH,,K(t, s) eSHOf, 
an equality which is valid since K(t, s) is strongly differentiable in t and leaves 
9(H,) invariant. The integrals on the left of (1.6) are well defined Riemann 
integrals since atK(t, s) and H&t, s) Hi1 are strongly continuous in (t, s) on .S? 
by hypothesis. 
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Adding (1.6) and (1.7) one finds: 
= ~-~dt(e- MHoK(M, t) etH”f - eCtHoK(t, -M) e-“of). 
Denote the right hand side of this equation by g(M). Then g(M) is a continuous 
function of .M since K(t, s) is strongly continuous in (t, s) on %. The function 
g(M) also has a limit as M--f co since the hypothesis concerning the integra- 
bility of /l(a, + a,) K(t, s)j/ and // K(t, s)llj forj = 0, 1 are sufficient to insure that 
both integrals on the left hand side of (1.8) converge as M 3 x. Finally note 
that one has the trivial estimate: 
It 
J offi II g(M)/: dM < 1 II K(t, s)ll dt ds llfll . 
R2 
follows that lim,_, g(M) = 0. Thus 
J-1 dt .cf, dseptHOIH,, K(t, s)] esH,f = J-1 dt j:, dseetHO(a, + Et) K(t, s) eSHOf. 
To complete the proof of the Lemma we need to show that: 
As in Lemma (1.2) the convergence of jyM dt jyM ds e-tHoK(t, s) eTHof to 
jyrn dt jTm ds e-tHoK(t, s) eSHof in B(H,), and the strong continuity of K(t, s) 
in B(H,,j) for j = 0, 1 suffice to demonstrate the equality (1.9). 
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose that V(t) is a skew-symmetric m-times strongly dif- 
ferentiuble operator valued function qf t on A?, and that @V(t)/@ is strongly 
continuous on 2% for 01 = l,..., m. If 
s m 11 a=v(t)jata 11 dt < CO, cd = l,..., m, -cc 
then for f E ~‘8 
( 
a 
x + 4)” V(t) U(4 4 Wf 
= , ; C, [‘dh, ... lA’-l dAjV”o(t) U(t, Al) V”l(h,) U(h, , A,) 1.. U(X, , s) VI”j+l(s) f 
= .,m 
O<j<VZ 
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where C, are integer coeficients. Here U(t, s) denotes the propagator associated with 
the time dependent Hamiltonian H(t) = HO + V(t) and we have written p(t) 
for a~v(t)/at~. 
Proof. The hypothesis concerning V(t) are strong enough to insure that the 
Dyson series for U(t, s) converges on z?‘, and for f E 2: 
(& + 4&j” v(t) U(t, s) V(s)f = c QTt) (& + $j”” qt, s) V*(s)f 
I*l<m 
(1.11) 
provided we can show that U(t, s) has strong derivatives on ~9’ with respect to 
(a, + 3,) of all orders (Y < m (note that this will certainly not be the case for 
a,U(s, t) and a,U(s, t) separately!). 
Make the change of variables p = &(t + s), Y = &(t - s). Then 
(a, + W u(t, s)f = ~%*U(P + v, /I - df, f E =WG), 
provided, of course, the derivatives exist. As a first step in calculating the right 
hand side consider the following equality for f c 2’: 
wJ(P + 4 3 CL + Uf (1.12) 
=s 
h 
dWp + A, , P + 4 VYP + 4 W + A, CL + A,) f. 
A2 
To prove this we introduce a cutoff version of V(t). Let P, be the orthogonal 
projection in Z defined for K > 0 by: 
P, = 
s 
K d&,(X) 
K 
where E,,(h) is the family of spectral projections associated with iH,, . Let 
V,(t) = p,w PM > and write U,(t, s) for the propagator associated with 
HO -k V,(t). It is easy to see that U,(t, s) leaves invariant 9(Hoj) for all j. In 
particular, if f E 9(H02) then: 
adh + A, , CL + 4 f 
s 
Al 
= u&l + A, , p + A) a,f& + 4 UK(P + A P + h)f dx 
4 
J 
Al = U~(~+Xi,~+$)V,l(iL+h)U~(~+X,tL+hz)fdh (1.13) 
AZ 
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Here we have used the fact that UK(t, s) leaves B(H,2) invariant and the 
equality (1.10) for U,(t, s) instead of U(t, s). The fundamental theorem of 
calculus applies since the integrand in the last integral is continuous. From (1.13) 
we have after integration: 
Since Ij V,‘(t)ll < I] Ifa(t and s-lim,,, VKa(t) = V(t) for 0 < (Y < m we may 
apply Lemma 1.0 and the dominated convergence theorem to pass to the limit 
K+ CO in (1.14) to obtain: 
J s 
Al zz= k VP + A, CL + 4 WP + 4 U(P + 4 II + Ufdh. (1.15) 
0 A2 
This equality is valid for all f E 9(Ho2). However, since CB(Ho2) is dense in &’ 
it follows that (1.15) is valid for all f E X. Taking the derivative of both sides of 
(1.15) one has (1.12). 
We claim that for f c SF: 
apzu(P + v, P - 4f 
x U(p+-tX1,tC+Xz)... VP + 4) U(P + 4 9 P - v)f 
for some integers b, and 2 < m. 
To prove this we proceed inductively. The case I= 1 is a special case of 
(1.12) above. Differentiating (1.16) with respect to p, the terms in which only 
YQ(~ + A,) is differentiated remain in the correct form. The differentiation 
may be taken under the integral sign because of the continuity of the 
derivatives of V(t) and the joint continuity of U(t, s). We must only check that 
when U(p + A, , y {- A,,,) is differentiated the result may be re-expressed as a 
term in a sum of type (1.16). Note that because of (1.12), we may write: 
s 
h 
= dhu(cL + 4 3 P + 4 ?P + 4 VP + 4 I” + b,,). 
hi1 
However : 
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Thus the desires result is obtained by a relabling 
A, + A, , x -+ &,I 9 Ak,, - L, 9 hj + hj+1 .
Changing variables in (1.16) f rom (CL, V) to (t, s) and substituting the result back 
in (1 .l 1) the proof of the lemma is complete. 1 
We may summarize the results of Lemmas 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 that are of interest 
to us in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that V(t) is a skew-symmetric m-times strongly dif- 
ferentiable operator valued function of t on 2. Suppose ulso that @V(t)/%: 
.9(H,j) --f &9(H,,j) for 01 = 0, l,..., m; j = 0, 1 and that @V(t)/@ is strongly 
continuous on 9(H0j) for a = 0, l,..., m, j = 0, 1. If 
I m 11 aw(tyat= 11~ dt < 00, a = 1 ,..., m, j = 0, 1. -co 
Then “for f E CB(H,,): 
(1) [(ad 2X,)” j-1 U,(--X) V(h) U,(h) dh] f = l-1 Ud---h) vm(4 Ut#)f dh 
Yzz I s m dt t dG(--t) {(a, + w (V(t) w, 4 VW Uo(s>f, --m --m 
(3 (4 + v v(t) w, 4 wf 
x up,, s) Vjfl(S)f 
for some integers c, and all k < m. 
Proof. Part (1) is just the m-fold application of Lemma 1.2. The hypothesis 
on V directly guarantee that the conditions of Lemma 1.2 are met at each stage. 
Part (2) is just the m-fold application of Lemma (1.3). Two verify the hypo- 
thesis however, we require Part (3) which is just a transcription of the results of 
Lemma 1.4. It is a routine matter given Part (3), and the continuity and inte- 
grability conditions imposed on @V(t)/W to check the hypothesis of Lemma 
(1.3) for 
wt, 4 = (4 + w v(t) w, 4 v(s) forO<k<m-1. I 
Before we turn to the proof of Theorem 1.1, we require one further result. 
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LEMMA 1.5. Suppose that T/(x, t) is a skew-symmetric matrix valued multiplica- 
tion operator on L2(R, E) such that SE 11 p(., t):Ll 11 dt < co. Then: 
U(t, s) = Uo(t - s) -+ o;(t, s) 
and 
(2+“‘2 jRn U,(t, S)f(X) ecikz dx = jRn U& S; k, , k2)&k2) dk, 
where lJ,(t, s; k, , k,): E + E is a measurable matrix valued kernel which is 
dominated by a positive L1 convolution kernel. More spec&ally, there exists a 
positive function D(k) such that JR” D(k) dk < CO and 
It u,(t, s; k, 9 k,)ll < W, - k,). 
Proof. The Dyson series for U(t, s) is: 
u(t, s) = uo(t - s) + uo(t) m-l !:’ dt, .*. [‘m-‘dt,,%) *.* P(t,) UO(-~) 
where p(t) = Uo(-t) V(t) U,,(t). Let v(k, , k,; t) = e-tHo(JCl)p(kl - k,; t)e’XoW 
where H,(k) is defined as the skew-symmetric matrix valued multiplication 
operator -XI=, iol,k, - im ylzll , the operator Ho in the Fourier transform 
variables. Define the matrix valued kernel U,,(t, s; k,k,): E + E by: 
Urn@, s; k, , k,) 
= etHo(@ js’dtI ... s,‘me’ dt, j dll **a dl,-,~(k,l,; tI) ~(l,l,; t2) ... v(l,,+,k,; t,) 
Then: 
~I’dt~...~-‘dt,Sdl~... &-l II % - 4 , td ... II ~&n-I - k, > tm)l,. 
(1.17) 
Let 
D,(k; t, s) = ltdtI ... j’“” dt, j dr, a** dr,, [I r(k - II, tJI 
* 
x II WI - 12 3 Ml *** II me-1 9 tm II 
and 
Qn(k) = Qn(k, *, - ~0) (note D,(k; t, s) < D,(k)). 
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Since the L1 norm of the convolution of L1 functions is bounded by the product 
of their L1 norms, one estimates: 
/ D,(k; t, s) dk < Jt dt, ... j 
h-1 
dt, 11 lq*, t,): Ll 11 **. /( q-, t): Ll/I 
R” s 8 
1 
(1.18) 
=- 
?TZ! (it II w, t): L1 II dt)” 
and 
Let B(E) be the space of linear maps on E with the operator norm 11 I/ , and 
define 
M = 
I 
F: Iin x R” + B(E) 1 F is measurable with respect to Lebesgue measure 
on R” x Rm and sup j- 
kleR” R” 
IIF@, > WI! dk, + SUP j. 
kzsRn R” 
II%, Ml dk, -c ml . 
It is not hard to see that M is a Banach space (complete) and by combining (1.17) 
and ( 1.18) one sees that Cz=, U+Jt, s; k, , k,) converges in M to a function 
UAt, s; k, > M. Also, Cm=1 D,(k; t, s) converges in L1 to a function D(k; t, s) 
and we have: 
I Udt, s; k&J < D(k, - k,; t, ~1 < W, - k,) = f Qn(k, - 4. 
m=1 
Being in M is sufficient to guarantee that the kernel Ur(t, s; k,k,) defines a 
bounded operator on L2(Rn, E). Indeed if UrI(t, s) denotes the operator: 
U’l(t, s)f(k,) = jRm udt, s; k, > kdf@d dkl 
on Lz(Rn, E), then it is not hard to show that: 
I! VA4 s>ll < SOP 1 II WC s; k, , 4 4 SUP j- ;I U(t> s; k, , WI dk, . 
R” k, R” 
It is now a routine matter to verify that Ur(t, s; k, , k,) is a kernel for U,(t, s) 
in the Fourier transform variables. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.5. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Since Q(H,,i) = Hi(R”, E) and 
(1 tPV(t)/W Ilj < (I 1 k Ii @(k, t)/ZW Ll(k)lj + I[ @(k, t)/& Ll(k)lj 
409/64/r-14 
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for j = 0, 1, it follows that an operator valued function V(t) which satisfies 
the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 also satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 1 .l, 
Theorem 1.2, and Lemma 1.5. By substituting the result of Lemma 1.5 for 
U(~Jl), WG , h2),..., U(X, , s) in (3) of Theorem 1.2 and comparing (1) and (2) 
of Theorem 1.2 with Lemma 1 .l one finds a candidate for the kernel 
T,(k, , k,). In order to estimate s/i T,(k, k’)ljq dk uniformly in k’ it suffices to 
estimate the p norms of the following functions: 
F,(k) = j dk, *** dk, 1” dt j= ds \ dA /I p”o(k - k, , t)il B(k, - k,) 
cc --m R” 
x II B”‘(k, - k, , Qll e-1 We, - k,)!l p,(kw , s)ll 
where B(k) = 6(k) or D(k). The 6(k, - kj+l) insertion is simply a convenient 
way of representing the presence of a multiplication operator etHckj), whose 
operator norm is equal to 1. Since the Lq norm of a convolution is bounded by the 
4 norm of one of the functions (some 11 pa(k, t)ll here) times the product of the 
L1 norms of the rest (D is in L1 and 6 merely contracts the number of k integra- 
tions) it follows that the 4 norms of F,(k) is finite since the q norms of I/ Pm(k, t)lj 
are integrable in t. One may estimate Jan /( T,(k, k’)ll* dk’ uniformly in k in a 
precisely analogous fashion. As in Lemma 1.5 it follows that the kernel T,(k, k’) 
defines a bounded operator in L2(R”, E). One may prove without difficulty that 
T&k, k’) is a kernel for T, in the Fourier transform variables. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 1.1. m 
Proof c$ Theorem I .O. Let f^ (k) b e a real valued radially symmetric function 
in C,,“(Rn) such that: 
f(k) = (27r)+lz for / k I < 4 and 0 <f(k) < (244”. 
Define fK(x) = (2~r)-“/~ JR,, e i*“f((k/x) dk for K > 0. Note that the unitary 
A 
Fourier transform has the property that (h*g) = (2+/Z &. Thus, since 
IimK+mf(k/K) = (27r-n/2 it follows thatf, is an approximate identity (as K -+ co). 
Suppose that V(x, t) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.0. We shall write 
VK(x, t) = sRnfK(x - y) V(y, t) dy. Evidently, VJK(X, t) satisfies the hypothesis 
of Theorem 1.1. (Since fK is real, it follows that V,(X, t) is skew symmetric on E). 
Let S, denote the scattering operator associated with H, + VK(x, t) and define 
T m,K = (ad H,Jm SK . We also write T,,,, = A,$‘, - SJ, . 
It is not hard to see that T, = SK - I is an integral operator in the Fourier 
transform variables with a kernel which we denote by T&k, , k,). That T,,, is an 
integral operator in the Fourier transform variables follows from this last fact 
and the representation: 
To,& > k,) = ir+(k,) T,(k, 2 4 44 - ~dkl) T,(k, , 4) I+. 
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Let T&h , k2) = v+(kl) TK(kl , kJ 4k2) and TG,tkl ,k,) = -tkJ TAh , kJ 
r+(kJ. Then since n+ and n- commute with Ho, one has: 
(ad Ho)” T& = ~+T~.,pr- and (ad HJ’ T& = RT~JT+. 
One also easily computes that 
i”W Ho)” Tk(kl , k2) = (44 + 4k2N” T&A9 k2) 
and 
i’Yad Ho)” Ti,th j k2) = t--llm Wd + 4k2))” T,7,tkl , k2). 
Thus 
T&A , k2) = i” n+(M Tm.xtk, , kt) 4k2) t4kJ + 4,)P ’ 
XJk, > 4) = (4”’ 41) Tm,dkl~ kd ~+tkz) (41) + 42P * 
Suppose now that mp > n. Then 
d s R” 4W”” 4 sup j II T,,,(k, > kz)ll” dk, kl P 
< csup 
I II T,dk, , kdl” 4. h R” 
C is finite since w(k,)-*a is integrable for mp > n. To finish the proof of Theo- 
rem 1 .O, we wish to pass to the limit K --+ co in (1.19). Sincef, is an approximate 
identity one has s-lim,,, V&c, t) = V(x, t), where I/ is considered as a multi- 
plication operator on L2(Rn, E). It is also easy to see that: 
II v;@>ll G II J?Ak t): W)II 
= l\(2n)“/2fK(k) ti(k, t): L’(k)11 < II p(k, 1): Ll(k)jl . 
Therefore, j] V,(t)l/ is uniformly (in K) dominated by the integrable function 
I\ p(k, t): Lr \I and this is easily seen to be sufficient for the conclusions of Lemma 
1 .O. Thus s-Em,,, SK = S and consequently s-lim,,, TOfrK = To+. A considera- 
tion of the proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.5 shows that sup,r JR” 11 T,,,(k, , 
k,)llP dk, is bounded by some polynomial in the norms: 
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Each of these norms is, however, dominated by the analogous norm for V(t) 
since: 
I/ pKe(k t): L”(k)11 = il(2*)n/2fK(k) Pe(k, t):L*(k)lj < ij Pa(k, t): L*(k)li , 
It follows from this and (1.19) that: 
(1.20) 
where C is a constant independent of K. Since To,, converges strongly on 
L2(Rn, E), it follows that Ti,\(k, , k,) (a matrix element of T,,,(k, , k,)) converges 
weakly in Lp(R” x R”) on a dense subset of Lg(R” x R”) (namely finite linear 
combinations of products of characteristic functions xl(k,) xz(k,)). However, the 
inequality (1.20) shows that this weak limit extends to a continuous linear 
functional on Lq(Rn x R”) (where l/s = 1 - l/p) and hence that there exists 
functions T,““(k, , k,) such that: 
I II T/i”@, , kz)ll” 4 d&z -=c KJ 
R”x R” 
and 
lim 
i K-‘m ptXR” 
TXk, , kd g(k,k,) &k, 
-I - G’V, > 4) dW4 dk, dk, 
R”xR” 
for all g ELQ(R” x R”). We may conclude from the uniqueness (in L2) of the 
weak limits that T,,(K, , k,) = (T~“(lz,k,)) is a kernel for To in the Fourier 
transform variables and JR,, /j T,(k, , k,)IIp dk, dk, < co. This finishes the proof 
of Theorem 1.0. i 
2.0. In order to present the second result of this paper we require 
some constructions which can be found in more detail in (22). Given a real 
Hilbert space A? and a complex structure A on ti we shall write F(#‘, A) for 
the A-complex alternating tensor algebra over #. If fe &‘, we will write u(f) 
and a*(f) for the usual anihilation and creation operators on s(&‘, A) satisfying 
the anticommutation relations: 
~*(.I? 4d + 4g) u*(f) = (h g> ‘kf Re(f, d - i R+!f, 9) 
The operators F(f) =def u*(f) + a(f) are bounded self-adjoint operators on 
s(%, A) which satisfy the generator relations for the Clifford algebra V(Z): 
F(f) Kd + F(g) W) = 2Wf, g) 1 J g 6 8 
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This representation of %‘(&C) will be called the d-Fock representation, and the 
state of U(X) determined by a normalized zero order tensor in this representa- 
tion will be called the /l-Fock vacuum state. Let /l,, and /l, be two complex 
structures on 3’ both unitary with respect to a third complex structure i on %’ 
(i will be the complex structure which % = L2(R”, E) inherits from E). The 
map ‘II* (I, is unitary, and it is easy to check that the - 1 eigenspace for 
/l,* d, is invariant under both (1, and A,, . Let P be the orthogonal projection 
on the - 1 eigenspace for /1,* fl, and write P’ = 1 - P. Let E(8) be a spectral 
resolution for A,* rl, / Pl& so that: 
A,* A,, ) PL& = I” eis dE(8). 
-n 
Define an i-unitary map W on P~.z? by 
w=j” eielz dE(0). 
-57 
Th ’ e propertles of W which will be useful for us are 
(1) wfl, = ll,w on PLY/ (A1 and rl, leaves Pl.%? invariant). 
(2) W is the unitary part of the polar decomposition of fr( 1 + 
/I,* A,) / PI2F. 
A proof can be found in [22]; it is not difficult. 
The complex structure fl, we shall take here to be the one on 2 = La(R”, E) 
described in the introduction, so that the /l,-Fock representation is the usual free 
Fock representation of $&%‘). Let a(f) and a*(f) be the anihilation and creation 
operators on 9(X, 11J and define single particle excitations on 9(3’, (1J by 
(see [SJ): 
The single particle excitations al;,(.) satisfy the free field anti-commutation 
relations: 
This makes them candidates for single particle excitations (whether they are a 
reasonable choice is another matter). 
We now wish to study time dependent external field perturbations of the 
Dirac field in terms of the particle excitations described above. Suppose then 
that v(t) is a skew-symmetric operator valued function of t on X’. In particular 
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assume the existence of a strongly continuous unitary propagator C(t, s) asso- 
ciated with H(t) : H, + V(t) such that the wave operators: 
Q-(O) :-= s;-iz U(0, t) Uo(t), 
Q+(O) = s;$+c up, o)* Uo(t), 
both exist and are unitary. Here U”(t) = et4 We will write S = S(0) = 
Q+*(O)&(O) for the scattering operator. It is natural to take for the incoming, 
vacuum, and to define the interaction vacuum at t = 0 as the E(O)-Fock vacuum 
where E(0) is the complex structure Q-(O) (l&-(O)*. Define the complex 
structure E(t) by: 
E(t) = U(0, t)* E(O) U(0, t), --co<t<o, 
= qt, 0) E(O) U(t, o)*, O<t<N& 
= SA,S”, t=+aL 
It is clear from Lemma 3.1 of (22) that there exists a family of unitary maps 
V(t, s): 9(X, E(s)) + 9(X, E(t)) such that 
V, 4 F(f; E(s)) = F( UP, 4.L E(t)) W, 4, 
where F(f, fl) are the generators of V(Z) in the &Fock representation 
given above (the existence of the maps V(t, s) is a triviality given that 
qt, s) E(s) U(t, s)* = E(t)). 
We now assume that - 1 is not an eigenvalue of E(t)* fl, for - 00 < t < + co, 
and define W(t) = (E(t)* r1,)1/2 as above. In this paper we shall only consider 
this simplest case. 
An n-particle state in F(.z?‘, E(s)) is given by: 
where l(E(s)) is the vacuum in s(.%, E(s)). Such a state propagates under 
V(S, s) to the state: 
- /fj w 4 4%du4) w, 9*/ V(t, s) l@(s)) - 
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This is just an n-particle state in %(&‘, E(t)). The many particle aspect of this 
dynamics is trivial, and it is clear that the particle excitations u&,(3) have 
reduced all dynamical considerations to the study of the A,-linear propagator 
l%‘(t)* U(t, s) W(s) on X. &(t, s) =der IV(t)* U(‘, s) w(s) is Il,-Iinear because 
of the intertwining properties for W(r) namely: 
W(t)* U(t, s) W(s) A, = W(t)* U(t, s) E(s) W(s) 
= W(t)* E(t) qt, s) w(s)* = &W(t)* U(t, s) W(s). 
Define: 
&(O) = $mQ(O, t) Q,(t), 
fi+(O) = s;?+z Q(t, O)* u&h 
s” = O+(o)* O-(O). 
We are now ready to state the only theorem of this section: 
THEOREM 2.0. Suppose that U(t, s) and E(t) are given as above, then Q+ , fi- 
and 3 all exist and are unitary and we have: 
(i) Q-(O) = W(O)* Q-(O), 
(ii) Q+(O) = W(O)* Q+(O) W(+m),), 
(iii) S = W(+co)* S. 
Proof. It is apparent that (iii) follows from (i) and (ii) and it is easy to check 
that (i) and (ii) are established provided one has the following equalities: 
s;AJm U,(t) W( - t) U,( - t) = I (the identity), 
s-li+~ U&-t) W(t) Q(t) = w(+co) = (E(+co) Ll*,y. 
(2.1) 
We now establish the limits in (2.1). As in Lemma 3.2 of [22] we introduce 
the operators T(t) = &(I + E(t)* (13 and A(t) = (T*(t) T(t))1/2 (the positive 
square root). One has T(t) = R’(f) A(t) and it is easy to verify that: 
s;-;z Uo(-t) T(t) l&(t) = &(l + E(+co)* -4s) “zf T(+co), 
St-$+? i&(-t) A(t) l&(t) = (T(+m)* T(fm))“2 “zf A(+cO). 
(2.2) 
The first limit is a matter of the definition for E(+ao) and the second follows 
from the first by noting that: 
s;!‘+li c&(-t) T*(t) T(t) r.&(t) 
= St-h+4 U&-t) T*(t) i&(t) Ai+% l&(-t) T(t) c&(t) 
= T*(+co) q+co,). 
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It follows from this that for any polynomial p(x) we have: 
Since the square root function is uniformly approximable on [0, I] by poly- 
nomials we have verified the second part of (2.2). 
Let Q(t) = U&--Q T(t) Us(t), R(t) = Ua(-t) w(t) Us(t), and s(t) = 
U&-t) A(t) U&t). Since Q(t) = R(t) A(t) and Q(+co) = W(+a) A(+oo) it 
follows (since A(+c.c) is non-singular) that if R(t) converges strongly as 
t--f +co then it must converge to W(+co) (Q(t) and A(t) do converge to 
Q(+co) and A(+~o)). We will now show that: 11 R(s) x - R(t) x jj is small if 
x E .# and s and t are sufficiently large. Since T(+ co) is supposed non-singular 
it follows that A(+ co) has a dense range. Suppose x E &, E > 0, and choose 
ye.% such that /lx-.A(+cc)yIj < E. Choose T such that for all t > T we 
have II A(+m)y - s(t>y II < E and II T(+a)y - Q(t)y II < 6. Suppose 
s, t > T, then 
II w 22 - W) x II 
< II W) (x - WY)II + II Q(~>Y - QWr II + II R(s) W)Y - XII 
< 2E + 2E + 2E. 
This last inequality depends on the fact that R(t) is unitary for all t. Since t > 0 
was arbitrary this proves that U,,(-t) W(t) U&t) converges strongly as t ---f + co 
to the operator W(+co). 
Noting that : 
s;f+z U(t) T(-t) l&(-t) = I, 
St?+? U(t) A(-t) q-t> = I, 
it follows by exactly the same method that: 
Ai+: Q)(t) W(-t) q-t) = I. 
Theorem 2.0 may be paraphrased by saying that the S-matrix for the external 
field perturbation (with the new notion of particle excitations) is the same as 
the usual S-matrix modulo a re-interpretation of the particle states in the out- 
going Fock representation via the single particle excitations a&+&.). This is 
evidence for the reasonableness of the definition of aA*( .) only in the sense of a 
sort of internal consistency. More convincing evidence is found in the time 
independent case (see [22]). 
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